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"They did not say that argu-
mentatively," the 4onclon visi-
tor recalls. "They seemed,  to as-
sume that .I could not or would 
not believe it. But-for -them it 
was a.fact: They knew." 

When one group - ceases to 
accept as a premise the good 
faith of the authorities--when 
indeed it instinctively suspects 
bad faith — is it any wonder 
that rational discourse becomes 
difficult? 

Difference in _Premises 
'This difference In premises 

wae understood by president 
Brewster of Yale when he qUes-

.-t-i'tined. the .a'oilLty of a Black 
Paritner to get a fair that in the 

....l.cnited ',States. The statement 
, touch criticized outside 

'New' Haven. But there the stu-
dent$ knew that he understood 

, their doubts, and that knowl-
'-edge,„ helped to carry Yale 

through a most difficult time. 
• act not even Kingman Brew-
ster and others like him will be 
able to preserve American uni-
yersities if stildents more and 
more doubt the decency and 
truthfulness of public' officials. 
Nor are students the only group 
that now finds itself without 
essential limits on the believa-
ble. There are the blacks, whose 

reasons for total skepticism 
hardly need to be stated. 

The dangers to society of 
letting large numbers of people; 
develop that state of mind are 
so obvious that one has to ,ulti„ 
Don't ,the police and the Nat 

• 'tional Guard commanders and- 
• the Governors and the national 
politicians care? 

Some do understana, and are. 
trying. But others act as if they - 
were fighting a war—one witty,-  

- disaffected Americans as the -
enemy. In war anything is lair, 
.so it is all right for policemen 
who regard the blacks as out-
side the constituency to brutal-' 
ize them and lie about it. And , 
students are the enemy, so it 
,is all right for the Vice  Prsi- 
dent of the United States to 
provoke and excoriate them. 
Spreading Doubts 

The trouble is that doubts 
cannot be confined to hated 
classes; they spread. And so• 
the rest of us may begin to let' • 
our thoughts go beyond the 
ordinary limits. 

Conspiracy theory used to be , 
uncongenial to most Americans: 
We thought events had less : 
dramatic origins—fallible men, 
Chance, imperfect mechanisms. 
When someone said that the 
CIA: plotted coups, we dis-
missed the idea. Are we quite 
so sure-now? 


